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The second novel in James S. A. Corey's SF New York Times bestselling Expanse series. Now a
major television series! We are not alone. On Ganymede, breadbasket of the outer planets, a
Martian marine watches as her platoon is slaughtered by a monstrous supersoldier. On Earth, a
high-level politician struggles to prevent interplanetary war from reigniting. And on Venus, an alien
protomolecule has overrun the planet, wreaking massive, mysterious changes and threatening to
spread out into the solar system. In the vast wilderness of space, James Holden and the crew of
the Rocinante have been keeping the peace for the Outer Planets Alliance. When they agree to
help a scientist search war-torn Ganymede for a missing child, the future of humanity rests on
whether a single ship can prevent an alien invasion that may have already begun . . . Caliban's War
is a breakneck science fiction adventure following the critically acclaimed Leviathan Wakes. The
Expanse Leviathan WakesCaliban's WarAbaddon's GateCibola BurnNemesis GamesBabylon's
Ashes The Expanse Short Fiction The Butcher of Anderson StationGods of RiskThe ChurnThe

Vital Abyss

The Expanse (novel Series) - Wikipedia
Publishing history. As of 2017, The Expanse consists of seven main novels and five shorter works
(two prequel short stories, one prequel novella, one novella set between Caliban's War and
Abaddon's Gate and one set around the events of Nemesis Games).

The Expanse Wiki | FANDOM Powered By Wikia
The Expanse Wiki is a collaborative encyclopedia that anyone can edit, about The Expanse series
of science-fiction novels by James S. A. Corey: Leviathan Wakes, Caliban's War and Abaddon's
Gate.

Season 1 | The Expanse Wiki | FANDOM Powered By Wikia
Season One is the first season of Syfy's The Expanse. It premiered on December 14, 2015, and
continued airing every Tuesday until February 2, 2016, consisting of ten one-hour episodes.

The Expanse Pictures - Syfy TV Series | SYFY WIRE
The Expanse Pictures - View the galleries of every episode. See photos from The Expanse
episodes and see the latest cast photos and more on SYFY!

The Expanse (TV Series) - Wikipedia
The Expanse is an American science fiction television series on Syfy, developed by Mark Fergus
and Hawk Ostby, based on the series of novels by Daniel Abraham and Ty Franck (writing under
the pseudonym James S. A. Corey).

The Expanse - Show News, Reviews, Recaps And Photos - TV.com
Set 200 years into the future Thomas Jane who stars as Detective Miller. This after humans have
colonized other planets (worlds). Conspiracy is ripe but not limited to Mars or Earth alone, its the
entire universe.

The Expanse (Literature) - TV Tropes
The Expanse is a series of Space Opera novels by "James S. A. Corey", the pen-name of authors
Daniel Abraham (The Long Price Quartet) and Ty Franck. Set a …

David Tompa - IMDb
David Tompa, Actor: Odd Squad. David Tompa was born on July 25, 1974 in Toronto, Ontario,
Canada as David Michael Tompa. He is an actor and writer, known for Odd Squad (2014), The
Expanse (2015) and Guidance (2014).

'The Expanse' Producer Explains Season 2 Finale's Pivotal ...
The Season 2 finale of 'The Expanse' had some surprises, and one important scene that may be a
bigger deal than it seems. One of the showrunners explains why.

A New Trailer For The Next Season Of The Expanse Shows The ...
The Syfy channel released a full trailer for the next season of The Expanse, teasing a solar system
on the brink of war.
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